Fundación Jardín Botánico de Cali
I come from a country where all colors are green!
Why are we environmental interpreters?
Because possibilities allow us to transform perceptions and realities... Since they let us dream.
What are we interpreting?
Throughout this journey we have learned that behind every plant there is a story, a myth, a rhythm, and behind every forest there is a magical creature...
Therefore...
Our proposal for environmental interpretation, had many challenges...
1. Encourage the people of Cali to recognize and value the biological diversity and cultural aspects that our territory owns...
2. Be seductive yet at the same time allow the dynamic of our forest to be understood...
3. Strengthen our identity with the native flora...
Transform cultural practices...
But over all have lots of fun!!!
EXPLORACIÓN BOTÁNICA

Our journey begins through time...
Celestino Mutis encourage the children to continue his mission of enquiring into, comprehending, and record the treasures that our Tropical Dry Forest beholds...
THE TREASURES OF THE TROPICAL DRY FOREST

Trash does not exist

Diversity is the key

Teamwork

It’s always time to plant

The smallest dominate

Fertility with no fertilizers

Preserving water

A task for everyone
The experience is guided by an environmental interpreter, who represents the meaning of knowing our past to act in the present.